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Intro

When Apple quietly released SKAdNetwork v1.0 in March 2018, the only performance insights 

available were based on install metrics. This significantly limited the ability of marketers to 

understand user quality. While 1,000 app installs look better than 100, 100 installs with post-

install engagement are better than 1,000 installs with none. With SKAdNetwork v2 announced 

at WWDC 2020, Apple threw out a lifeline in the form of the conversion value—a method 

that allowed for the reporting of post-install engagement. The addition came at just the right 

moment, as the impending roll-out of the AppTrackingTransparency (ATT) framework and its 

impact on IDFA availability was about to catapult adoption and reliance on the SKAdNetwork.

In this guide, we’ll prepare you to maximize the available performance insights from 

campaigns you run on the SKAdNetwork by addressing the following: 

 • What is the conversion value and how does it work?

 • Conversion models and why you need them

 • Kochava conversion models and use cases

 • Choosing a partner for SKAdNetwork signaling
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What is the conversion value 
and how does it work?

At a glance, the conversion value:

 •   Is a number between 0 and 63 rating the value of the conversion

` •   Helps both advertisers and ad networks determine user quality to optimize ad spend

 • Is optional and not required when using the SKAdNetwork

 •   Is sent through the updateConversionValue(_:) method of SKAdNetwork

 •   Can be called multiple times after install, but only the last and highest value is 

reported in the final install notification postback to the ad network

To understand the conversion value in the greater context of the SKAdNetwork overall, let’s 

quickly touch on how the SKAdNetwork works from end-to-end: 

 1. You’re a user in source App A and you’re served an ad for App B by Ad Network 1.

  2. Ad Network 1 is responsible for signing the ad and calling the loadProduct method. 

  3. You click the ad for App B and are taken to App B’s App Store product page.

  4. After downloading and installing App B, you launch the app.

  5.  App B calls the registerForAdNetworkAttribution method, which reports your install 

to the SKAdNetwork, registering it for attribution back to Ad Network 1. 

This is where the conversion value method comes in. So let’s plot two different paths and 

see what happens with and without the conversion value.

A deeper dive

Conversion value way point

0

CONVERSION VALUE

63
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PATH A

A6 Conversion Timer 1 starts at 24 hours.

A7  You complete a post-install event (eg, 

registration, purchase, etc.) in under 24 

hours, which triggers the app to call the 

updateConversionValue and send a value. 

A8  Conversion Timer 1 resets to 24 hours.  

A9  Steps A7 and A8 repeat when you  

complete another post-install event or  

meet conversion model conditions that 

trigger conversion value updates (as long 

as the value sent is numerically greater  

than the previous value sent).

A10  When no further conversion value updates 

are sent, Timer 1 expires. 

A10   Timer 2 starts with a randomly assigned 

length of 0-24 hours.

A11  Timer 2 expires and an install notification 

postback is sent to Ad Network 1’s URL.  

The final reported conversion value is 

included in the postback.

END PATH A

PATH B

B6 Conversion Timer 1 starts at 24 hours.

B7  With no calls to the updateConversionValue 

method, Timer 1 expires in 24 hours. 

B8  Timer 2 starts with a randomly assigned 

length of 0-24 hours.

B9  Timer 2 expires and an install notification 

postback is sent to Ad Network 1’s URL 

sometime between 24-48 hours after the 

install. 

END PATH B

Conversion value way point cont’d

Getting the most out of the conversion value  

It’s important to remember that Apple only sends one conversion postback per install, 

so only one conversion value will ever be reported back per install. Therefore, it benefits 

advertisers to pack as much meaning into the conversion value as possible. This is where 

the conversion model comes in. 

Conversion Value 
Updated 

Install Registered 
for Attribution

PATH A:

Timer 1 Starts 

24 Hour Countdown

3 Hours 5 Hours

REGISTRATION PURCHASE

24 Hours 8 Hours

Conversion Value 
Updated 
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Updates for 24 Hours

Timer 2 Starts   
Randomized 0-24 Hour  

Countdown

Timer 2  
Expires

Postback Sent  
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(3 + 5 + 24 + 8)

Path A represents apps that use the conversion value method. 

Path B represents apps that do not. 

https://www.kochava.com/glossary-skadnetwork-conversion-model/?source=skad-guide
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Why you need a  
conversion model

A conversion model enables marketers to pack significantly more insight and meaning into 

the SKAdNetwork conversion value. Rather than simply mapping individual post-install 

events to conversion values, which would only tell you that a user completed a specific in-

app event, the conversion model applies a framework around each distinct conversion value. 

A bit about bits

The conversion value is a number between 0 and 63. If you translate that to binary, you are 

working with 6-bit values: 6 slots (XXXXXX) of zeros and ones. Each 6-bit value translates to 

a decimal value: 000000 = 0, 000001 = 1, 000010 = 2, etc.

A conversion model can be employed to read these bits differently to represent a mix of 

insights (beyond the simplest: event names 0-63 = conversion values 0-63). For example, a 

conversion value of 12 and 13 might both indicate a purchase, but 12 means the purchase was 

completed within 2 days of the install and 13 means the purchase was completed within 3 

days of the install. 

Insightful takeaways

Moving on from more technical lingo about bits, the important takeaway here is that breaking 

the conversion values up into bits can provide insights, not limited to, but including the 

following: 

 •  a count of days since the install that an action or condition was met by the user

 •  the highest value in-app action taken by the user

 •  a list of events the user completed regardless of order

 •  a range of revenue generated by the user

 •  the number of times a user completed an in-app action

 •  and more

Kochava has developed four highly configurable conversion models. Unpacking those models 

should help connect the dots on how conversion models benefit advertisers and ad networks 

with much-needed performance insights, specifically related to user quality. 
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Kochava conversion models  
& use cases

Kochava has four conversion models that enable advertisers to view performance according 

to the key performance indicators (KPIs) that best fit their industry/app vertical. 

We will unpack each model in further detail ahead, along with a use case, but first let’s 

address the measurement window, reporting, and management of conversion models.  

Highest Value Event 

Select multiple events in the user funnel and order 

by lowest-to-highest value. View user performance 

based on the highest value event completed by  

the user within the measurement window.

User Journey

Select multiple events in the user funnel and  

view performance based on events completed by 

the user (regardless of order) within the  

measurement window.

Revenue

Select static revenue increments or set custom 

revenue ranges and view user performance based on 

how much revenue the user generated within  

the measurement window.

Engagement

Select your most important user engagement  

event and view user performance based on the 

count of times a user completed that event within 

the measurement window.
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Days since install: The Measurement Window

Each conversion model sets aside a portion of its bits to dictate days since install. This is 

in essence a measurement window and for any given model it allows advertisers to see 

how many days since the install a user reached a certain KPI. In addition, the measurement 

window setting helps cap the length of time to measure a user’s activity, in favor of timely 

user performance feedback.

Within Kochava, advertisers can choose whether to set this window to day 0 of the install, 

day of install + 1 day, day of install + 2 days, and so forth out to day of install + 7 days. 

As we touched on earlier, each call to the updateConversionValue method resets the 

first conversion timer back to 24 hours. This means further delay of the final install 

notification postback and the optimization insights that come with it.

If you choose a measurement window of day of install + 7, then no further conversion 

value updates will be sent from your app after day 7. This means your final install 

notification postback will be sent between day 8-9 post install (7 days + Timer 1 [24 

hours] + Timer 2 [0-24 hours]).

If you want your final install notification postback sooner for optimization insights, 

choose a shorter measurement window accordingly. Choosing a shorter measurement 

window also allows for tracking additional granularity for the chosen insight (revenue, 

user journey, engagement, etc.).

0 41 52 63 7

A NOTE ON DELAYING THE INSTALL NOTIFICATION POSTBACK
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Reporting

Managing your conversion model

Kochava provides two types of advertiser reports for SKAdNetwork performance: the Install 

Summary and the Conversion Summary. 

As we unpack each individual conversion model in more detail, we will share Conversion 

Summary report excerpts that reflect how each model manifests in the reporting layer. 

The Install Summary report provides install and redownload metrics, alongside the following 

performance metrics: 

 • Impressions

 • Clicks

 • Click-through rate (CTR) 

 • Installs

 • Click-to-install (CTI) rate

 • IPM (installs/1000 impressions)

 • Redownloads

 • Inapp_conversion (installs with in-app activity)

 • Inapp_conversion_rate (installs with in-app activity/installs)

All metrics can be grouped and organized by the following parameters:

 • Ad network

 • Campaign

 •  Any additional campaign parameters supported by the Ad Network (eg, country, 

publisher app ID, creative ID, sub-campaign name, etc.)

These conversion models are fully supported by the Kochava SDK and managed server-side 

in the advertiser’s account dashboard. Should an advertiser choose to change their model, 

they do not need to update their app and resubmit to the App Store; they can simply update 

a setting in their dashboard. 

If you’re an existing Kochava customer, be sure to update your SDK now to the minimum 

versions that support SKAdNetwork functionality:

 -  iOS 4.1.1

 - Xamarin 3.1.1

 -  Unity 4.2.1

Always find the latest wrappers and SDK versions at https://support.kochava.com/sdk-

integration/. 

https://support.kochava.com/sdk-integration/?source=skad-guide
https://support.kochava.com/sdk-integration/?source=skad-guide
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In the Highest Value Event Completed model, advertisers can select multiple events in the engagement funnel 

and order them by lowest to highest value. They can then view campaign performance based on: cohorts of 

users, the highest-value event completed by those users, and the days since install it took those users to reach 

that point (up to the chosen measurement window). 

Example Use Case: As an example use case, let’s take a streaming media app that selects five funnel events in 

order of value and sets their measurement window to 7 days. 

From the highlighted row in this report example, it can be concluded that by day 1 after the app was installed, 

1,245 users completed the Registration Complete event as the highest value event prior to disengaging for at 

least 24 hours from any activity triggering subsequent conversion value updates.

A snippet of the Kochava conversion summary report for this model would appear as follows: 

Keep in mind: Choosing a shorter maximum measurement window allows for tracking more granular insights.

Measurement Window Maximum Events

D0 - D1 32

D2 - D3 16

D4 - D7 8

Vertical Entertainment

Measurement Window Day of Install + 7 Days

Events selected  
(lowest-to-highest value)

•  Registration Complete 
•  Free Trial Start 
•  Content View

•  Add to Watchlist 
•  Paid Subscription

If you are looking for what motivates your user to move deeper into the engagement funnel and 

want a deeper look at user drop-off levels, then this model is for you. You will be able to see which 

ad networks, campaigns, and other campaign variables drive users deepest into your funnel and 

how many days after install it takes to get there. You can then optimize ad spend toward your best 

performing ad networks and campaigns. 

Available Group by 
Parameters: 
   •  Ad Network
   •  Campaign
   •  Publisher App

Plus any additional campaign 
parameters supported by 
the Ad Network (eg, country, 
creative ID, sub-campaign 
name, etc.)

days_since_ 

install

skad_conversion_

count

conversion_value

1 1245 Registration Complete

3 1000 Content View

3 378 Add to Watchlist

7 1569 Paid Subscription

MODEL 1

Highest Value Event Completed

IS THIS THE CONVERSION MODEL FOR YOU?
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In the Revenue model, advertisers can configure static revenue increments or establish a series of custom 

revenue ranges. They can then view campaign performance based on: cohorts of users, the range of revenue 

those users generated individually, and the days since install it took those users to reach that revenue range (up 

to the chosen measurement window). 

Example Use Case: As an example use case, let’s take an eCommerce app that sets their measurement window 

to day of install + 5 days and establishes eight revenue ranges based on how much they’ve historically seen 

users generate from purchases in the first 5 days post install. 

From the highlighted row in this report example, it can be concluded that by day 5 after the app was installed, 

2,973 users had individually generated purchase revenue greater than $75, but less than or equal to $100 prior to 

disengaging for at least 24 hours from any activity triggering subsequent conversion value updates.

A snippet of the Kochava conversion summary report for this model would appear as follows:

Keep in mind: Choosing a shorter maximum measurement window allows for tracking more granular insights.

Measurement Window Maximum Revenue Buckets

D0 - D1 32

D2 - D3 16

D4 - D7 8

Vertical eCommerce

Measurement Window Day of Install + 5 Days

Events selected  
(lowest-to-highest value)

$0
$0-$10

$10-$20
$20-$35

$35-$50
$50-$75

$75-$100
>$100

If revenue and lifetime value (LTV) is how you judge performance, then this is the model for you. 

While your LTV will be limited to the first days post install (out to 7 days max), you can model LTV 

from users, where you still have deterministic attribution and tracking from ATT opt-in, to predict 

longer term LTV based on early revenue indicators. This will allow you to optimize ad spend on 

campaigns through SKAdNetwork for the highest LTV and return on ad spend (ROAS). 

Available Group by 
Parameters: 
   •  Ad Network
   •  Campaign
   •  Publisher App

Plus any additional campaign 
parameters supported by 
the Ad Network (eg, country, 
creative ID, sub-campaign 
name, etc.)

days_since_ 
install

skad_conversion_
count

conversion_value

1 758 $0

1 600
Greater than $0, less than 
or equal to $10

3 378
Greater than $35, less than 
or equal to $50

5 2973
Greater than $75,  less than 
or equal to $100

MODEL 2

Revenue

IS THIS THE CONVERSION MODEL FOR YOU?
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MODEL 3

User Journey

In the User Journey model, advertisers can select multiple events with the engagement funnel. They can then 

view performance based on: cohorts of users, the events completed by those users (regardless of order), and 

the days since install it took those users to complete those events (up to the chosen measurement window). 

Example Use Case: As an example use case, let’s take a fintech app that wants to understand what journey users 

take up to 3 days post install.  

From the highlighted row in this report example, it can be concluded that by day 1 after the app was installed, 

1,292 users verified their identity and checked their credit score but did not view offers or apply for a credit card 

prior to disengaging for at least 24 hours from any activity triggering subsequent conversion value updates.

A snippet of the Kochava conversion summary report for this model would appear as follows: 

Keep in mind: Choosing a shorter maximum measurement window allows for tracking more granular insights.

Measurement Window Maximum Configurable Events

D0 - D1 5

D2 - D3 4

D4 - D7 3

Vertical Fintech

Measurement Window Day of Install + 3 Days

Events selected  
(lowest-to-highest value)

• Verify Identity
• Check Credit Score

• View Credit Offers
• Apply for Credit Card

This model is ideal if you have multiple KPI events and best judge user quality based on a 

combination of actions completed by users. It can also help identify specific engagement drop-off 

points. You can then optimize your ad spend toward campaigns on SKAdNetwork delivering users 

that show the most holistic journey engagement. 

Available Group by 
Parameters: 
   •  Ad Network
   •  Campaign
   •  Publisher App

Plus any additional campaign 
parameters supported by 
the Ad Network (eg, country, 
creative ID, sub-campaign 
name, etc.)

days_since_ 
install

skad_conversion_
count

conversion_value

1 829 Install

1 1292
Install, Verify Identity,  
Check Credit Score

3 455

Install, Verify Identity,  
Check Credit Score,  
View Credit Offers,  
Apply for Credit Card

3 2671
Install, Verify Identity,  
Check Credit Score

IS THIS THE CONVERSION MODEL FOR YOU?
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In the Engagement model, advertisers can select their most important user engagement event. They can  

then view performance based on: cohorts of users, the count of times those users completed the engagement 

event, and the days since install it took those users to complete those event counts (up to the chosen 

measurement window). 

Example Use Case: As an example, let’s take a casual gaming app that selects their Level Up event and a 

measurement window of 3 days.   

From the highlighted row in this report example, it can be concluded that by day 2 after the app was installed, 

1,532 users had completed the Level Up event four (4) times, prior to disengaging for at least 24 hours from any 

activity triggering subsequent conversion value updates.

A snippet of the Kochava conversion summary report for this model would appear as follows: 

Keep in mind: Choosing a shorter maximum measurement window allows for tracking more granular insights.

Measurement Window Maximum Engagement Event Count

D0 - D1 32

D2 - D3 16

D4 - D7 8

Vertical Gaming (Casual)

Measurement Window Install - D3

Most Important Event Selected Level Up

This model is ideal if you have a single KPI with which you judge user engagement and quality. 

Whether it’s simply engaging with the app (eg, App Open, Session) or a deeper funnel event (eg, 

Gameplay, Content View, Ad View), you will be able to see what SKAdNetwork campaigns are 

delivering users who are most engaged with your app and optimize ad spend accordingly. 

Available Group by 
Parameters: 
   •  Ad Network
   •  Campaign
   •  Publisher App

Plus any additional campaign 
parameters supported by 
the Ad Network (eg, country, 
creative ID, sub-campaign 
name, etc.)

days_since_ 
install

skad_conversion_
count

conversion_value

1 480 0, Level Up

2 1532 4, Level Up

3 877 9, Level Up

3 2319 13, Level Up

MODEL 4

Engagement

IS THIS THE CONVERSION MODEL FOR YOU?
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Choosing a provider for your 
SKAdNetwork signaling

It’s helpful to understand that you as an advertiser need to choose ONLY one provider 

to handle your app’s SKAdNetwork signaling and that provider should be your mobile 

measurement partner (MMP). If multiple providers are signaling your app to send calls to the 

updateConversionValue method with different conversion model definitions, not only will 

conversion timers be impacted and cause unwanted delays in your final install notification 

postback, but also the final conversion value sent may not be correct, and will render your 

conversion summary reporting unusable. 

Kochava has developed the most advanced and configurable conversion models in the 

industry and is positioned to provide the greatest depth of performance insights on your 

campaigns through the SKAdNetwork. 

If you use another MMP, but would like to understand how Kochava takes SKAdNetwork 

support to the next level, contact us for a deeper review and demonstration of our 

SKAdNetwork solutions. 

https://www.kochava.com/contact/?source=skad-guide
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Takeaways

The SKAdNetwork is now a major factor in your in-app advertising on iOS 14. While the 

industry still has much to learn about the SKAdNetwork, its nuances, and its quirks—you 

don’t have to face this new era of iOS advertising on your own. Our product managers, 

engineers, and developers have been hard at work to deliver the maximum level of insight 

available from the SKAdNetwork. We’re excited to help you adapt and thrive in this ever-

changing, digital advertising landscape. Stay tuned for ongoing updates and release 

announcements from our team. 

If you need help choosing the right SKAdNetwork conversion model for you, contact us. 

Our client success managers are well versed in all things SKAdNetwork and we’re helping 

thousands of advertisers just like you find the best path forward. 

If you’re an existing Kochava customer, remember to update your SDK now to the minimum 

versions that support SKAdNetwork functionality:

 -  iOS 4.1.1

 -  Xamarin 3.1.1

 -  Unity 4.2.1.

Always find the latest wrappers and SDK versions at https://support.kochava.com/sdk-

integration/.

For questions or feedback, please contact info@kochava.com. 

https://www.kochava.com/contact/?source=skad-guide
https://support.kochava.com/sdk-integration/?source=skad-guide
https://support.kochava.com/sdk-integration/?source=skad-guide
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Still have questions?

Learn more at Kochava.com

http:/kochava.com/?source=skad-guide

